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DYNAMICS NAV ON AZURE SIMPLIFED PACKAGING RELEASED BY ROSEASP: 

DYNNAVAZURE.COM 

RoseASP, a provider of premium Microsoft Dynamics Hosting services, is now delivering 

Microsoft Dynamics NAV on Microsoft Azure with simple pricing options and several frequently 

installed ISV solutions. 

SAN DIEGO, Calif. (September 25, 2016) Microsoft Dynamics NAV on Azure deployments 

have been made simple, fast and affordable through RoseASP’s release of Dynamics NAV on 

Azure at DYNNAVAZURE.com, announced RoseASP today. 

DYNNAVAZURE.com provides Dynamics Customers and Partners with quick, easy and cost-

effective packages for rapid implementation of cloud based Dynamics NAV, leveraging the 

power of Microsoft Azure data centers and the reliability of RoseASP’s 15-plus-years of 

experience with Dynamics cloud deployments. 

“Recent version releases have made Dynamics NAV a cloud-first application, accelerating the 

rate of change within the channel and our goal is to ensure the continued success of Dynamics 

NAV Customers and Partners in the cloud,” said Linda Rose, CEO and Founder of RoseASP 

and visionary behind DYNNAVAZURE.com. “DYNNAVAZURE.com is designed to make NAV 

on Azure quick to deploy without breaking the bank, enabling businesses to grow effectively 

with the flexibility to implement hybrid systems across Azure, Private Cloud and On-premise 

platforms as their needs change.” 

DYNNAVAZURE.com offers simple preconfigured pricing packages for three-user, five-user and 

ten-user deployments with additional user licenses available.  Optional customization and 

configuration extras are available as wells as integrated ISV applications through the 

DYNNAVAZURE.com Marketplace. 

The DYNNAVAZURE.com Marketplace provides a wide array of add-on applications from 

leading Independent Software Vendors. The marketplace gives customers the option to start 

cloud-based software trials at no cost to help them select the software tools they need to 

optimize NAV functionality for their exact business needs. 

Microsoft Azure Cloud is an open, flexible cloud infrastructure and an affordable option for 

businesses looking to quickly launch applications and back up data in the cloud. Dynamics NAV 

on Azure allows for flexible scalable growth with included RoseASP services for backups, user 

counts, NAV modules configuration, monitoring and maintenance. 

Microsoft Dynamics NAV (formerly Navision) is Microsoft’s flexible solution for mid-size 

businesses to power their organizations across departments and entities with higher levels of 

control, insight and efficiency. Dynamics NAV is favorite solution among project oriented 

business and has been continuously updated to become a cloud-first business solution. 

http://roseasp.com/
http://dynnavazure.com/
http://dynnavazure.com/marketplace/


 

About RoseASP 
RoseASP is a full-services cloud provider for audit-ready Microsoft Dynamics AX, NAV, NAV, 

SL and CRM, offering flexible options from public, private and hybrid cloud environments 

including Azure Cloud. We specialize in FDA, SOX, and HIPAA (HITECH), enabling highly 

regulated businesses to leverage the power of cloud to manage the growing complexity of 

corporate IT requirements while maintaining governance, security and compliance. For more 

information about RoseASP, visit RoseASP.com 
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